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O U R  P L A T F O R M  A T  A
G L A N C E
THE THINGS WE CARE ABOUT MOST

Leveraging our platform to support the NU Community Not
Cops Campaign
Creating a Student Organizing Grant
Advocating for Change in the Student Demonstration Policy

Holding administration accountable to their promise of an
FGLI space 
Work ensure the recommendations of the GQNBT task force
are fulfilled

Establishing a unified housing rate for students on campus
Reforming CTECs to include questions on discrimination &
bias

Establish Young Alumni Seats on the Board of Trustees with
the goal of eventually establishing Undergraduate Student
Seats
Requiring Public Timelines for all University Taskforces

Opening Up Admin Meetings to students and student
organizations
Requiring all senators and exec members to hold open office
hours for students
Ensuring that ASG is intentional in connecting with orgs

Offering flexibility to students holding pre-existing
conditions
Ensuring our Northwestern Staff and Dining Workers are taken
care of

While the following pages contain many more in detail, here are
some of the initiatives and goals that we want to prioritize next
year.

1. Supporting Advocacy efforts on Northwestern's Campus,
particularly for Black students.

2. Supporting Marginalized Students on Campus

3. Improving Campus Culture

4. Creating Structures of Accountability at Northwestern

5. Reforming ASG and Making it More Accessible to the Student
Body

6. Continuing to Respond to Covid-19
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Moving Forward, Together.

O U R  S L O G A N

prioritizing marginalized students on campus to build a cohesive campus
community and; 
connecting ASG to the student body to ensure that our goals are student
goals. 

Our slogan for this campaign is based on our deep belief in 
1.

2.

The past year has forced all of us to be incredibly resilient in the face of
extremely harsh realities. We know that students holding marginalized
identities were hit hardest by the crises we faced this year and there were
times where ASG wasn't in sync with the rest of campus. This platform seeks
to address these two things: building communities of care for students who
need it most and making ASG a true conduit for student concerns, as opposed
to a place where they get co-opted and sanitized.  

Know that this platform and the ideas in it are only a starting point for what
we want to do in our administration. We know that student priorities will
change and shift, and we will too. 

In solidarity, 
Christian and Ada
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T A B L E  O F  C O N T E N T S

1. Supporting Advocacy at Northwestern
2. Supporting Students Holding Marginalized
Identities
3. Improving Campus Culture
4. Building Accountable Structures 
5. Reforming ASG
6. Continuing to Respond to Covid-19

Here are the topics that you will find covered in
this document. Know that this is only the
highlights of everything we want to do if elected
and that ultimately our priorities will change as
students' priorities change as well. 
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Supporting the demands of NUCNC. NUCNC has been
fighting for tangible change that will benefit numerous
marginalized groups on campus. We honor and respect
their work, and choose to stand by their side as they
continue to fight for a more equitable and justice-
oriented campus. The demands of NUCNC are fully
backed and supported by us, and we will continue to
provide space and leverage our platform in any way we
can to advocate for them. As students with access to
administration and other resources, we commit to
boosting their work and look forward to fighting
alongside them in any way we can.
Creating a Student Organizing Grant. As more
organizations take to the streets and advocate for
change on and off campus, we believe that their work
should be supplemented through the creation of an
organizing grant which would provide these student
activists with funds to procure materials that will aid
them in their fight for change.
Establish a Task-Force to Monitor Commitment of
University to Black Student Demands. Northwestern has
time after time promised and failed to meet the
demands of their Black students, and through the
creation of a task force dedicated to monitoring the
University's commitment to Black student demands
dating back to the Bursar's Takeover in 1968, we hope
to ensure more accountability in terms of meeting these
said demands as well as direct and purposeful action
items that meet the demands in a timely fashion.  

Goal 1: Supporting activists on Northwestern's campus
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S U P P O R T I N G  S T U D E N T
A D V O C A C Y
We recognize that student activism has always yielded and
will always yield more change to this campus than any
other means. We want to ensure that activists on campus
have the resources and support they need in order to
express their beliefs and priorities to the administration.  
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Advocate for change in student demonstration policy. Our student
demonstration policy was created for the betterment of our campus and the
safety of our students. Unfortunately, the current policy does more harm
than good, not fully acknowledging the necessary work of our student
demonstrators. That is why we would advocate for a change in the policy,
taking into account the words of actual student demonstrators through
creating a collaborative space for their input and adhering to their needs and
demands. As well, we would fully remove any clauses that incorporate
interference from NUPD or EPD seeing as policing does more harm than good
affecting many student demonstrators who are already mostly minority
students of color. By removing policing we would be able to fully provide a
safe platform for student demonstrators and their work. 
Support Divestment Advocacy. We commit to standing with students and
community organizers, such as those at Fossil Free NU, who are advocating
for university divestment from fossil fuels and organizations who have
committed human rights violations while also calling for the re-investment
in institutions to serve Black, Indigenous, and POC members of our campus
community. We will ensure to provide space in order for their demands to be
heard. 
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S U P P O R T I N G  S T U D E N T  A D V O C A C Y
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Quest+ Space. In 2019, the administration promised
that plans were underway for the creation of a
dedicated FGLI space on campus, yet students still
remain largely in the dark on its progress. We plan to
support Quest+ by holding administrators accountable
to this directive, urging for regular updates to be made
publicly available as well as for any decisions regarding
the space to include FGLI student input. 
Books For Cats Expansion to more classes and grades.
Currently, Books for Cats is only available to first-year
students enrolled in a select few introductory courses.
As the cost of textbooks remains a burden after one's
first year, we want to work with Quest+, SES, and the
Financial Aid office to expand this program across more
courses such as Biology, Social Sciences, and Language,
and grade levels. We also want to advocate for more
professors to make their classes cost-free by providing
freely accessible textbooks as well as eliminating costly
homework software.  
Increase SES funding to reinstate winter gear and
laptop loaner program. The laptop loaner and winter
gear SES programs were popular amongst students and
helped to provide basic needs across personal safety
and technology. We will call upon administrators to
increase SES funding so that these key resources can be
restored.

Goal 1: Supporting Low-Income and First-Generation
students
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P R I O R I T I Z I N G  S T U D E N T S
H O L D I N G  M A R G I N A L I Z E D
I D E N T I T I E S
We commit to fighting alongside students and student
organizations to eliminate the barriers facing marginalized
communities. Northwestern boasts about admitting higher
numbers of low-income and minority students, so let's hold
them accountable to supporting them.
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Flight Subsidies for Low-Income Students. For low-income students,
traveling home during breaks can be made extremely difficult due to the
exorbitant cost of plane tickets. Cost should not be a barrier for students to
return home and spend time with their loved ones, so we want to work with
the Office of Financial Aid to establish a non-emergency-based travel
subsidy program for low-income students in order to mitigate or outright
eliminate this barrier.
Establishing a Student Leader Stipend for low-income students. Serving in a
leadership position for an organization can be very time-consuming,
providing students who need to use that time to work a job(s) in addition to
handling a rigorous academic course load with another barrier for success.
As several of our peer institutions have already instituted a student
leadership stipend, we want to partner with multiple offices around campus
to find the funding to provide a scholarship or award to low-income students
who are seeking to drive their organizations forward. 
Meal Swipe Redistribution. Upperclassmen on a non-unlimited access meal
plan often overcompensate for the number of times they'll eat in the dining
halls, meaning that countless meal swipes go unused when they can easily
be donated to students living off-campus that need them. ASG's Campus Life
and Policy Research Committees are in the early stages of a partnership with
SES and Dining Services on an initiative to accumulate these leftover swipes
and open them up to students on the SES One Form, and we look forward to
ensuring that this work continues with the goal of launching this program in
the Fall or Winter. 
Subsidize off-campus therapy for low-income students. CAPS staff members
are often overwhelmed with requests, and the waiting list for students can
reach up to four or five weeks. For students in need of help, this is simply
too long to wait and many are forced to explore costly off-campus options.
We want to work with the Financial Aid office to subsidize the cost of off-
campus therapy for low-income students, as cost should not add to one's list
of worries when seeking help.
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P R I O R I T I Z I N G  S T U D E N T S  H O L D I N G
M A R G I N A L I Z E D  I D E N T I T I E S
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Enhanced AccessibleNU Education and Programming and helping facilitate
the creation of an affinity space. While AccessbileNU helps students with
learning disabilities secure necessary academic accommodations, we believe
that more departments across campus should house distinct resources that
can allow every student to thrive. We want to work with the experts at ANU
to identify potential programming that can be instituted university-wide in
order to help mitigate the ableist culture that perpetuates our classrooms.
Additionally, we would like to work towards the creation of an affinity space
for students with learning disabilities so that disabled students are able to
have space where they can find support and community with other disabled
students. 

Expansion of Gender Open Housing to more dorms. Currently, All Gender
Housing is available in five out of the twenty-eight residential spaces on
campus: PLEX, Lincoln, Kemper, Allison, and Elder. Notably, AGH is not
provided in any of the ten residential colleges, which offer unique
experiences and communities that should not be cut off to students who do
not wish to live in binary housing. We will work with Rainbow Alliance to
push Residential Services to assess the capabilities of the remaining twenty-
three spaces and to expand AGH to more res halls and colleges.
Promote non-gender bathrooms on campus maps and ensure proper labeling
of them. For students looking for all-gender bathrooms, there exists no
official database or indication on campus-wide maps of their location. While
the University has celebrated the installation of multiple gender-neutral
bathrooms around campus, this means nothing if the people who need them
don't know where to find them. We will work with Facility Management to
create a web page listing the location of each all-gender bathroom on
campus, as well as ensuring they are indicated on campus maps.

Goal 2: Supporting students with learning disabilities 

Goal 3: Supporting Trans and Non-Binary Students
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P R I O R I T I Z I N G  S T U D E N T S  H O L D I N G
M A R G I N A L I Z E D  I D E N T I T I E S
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Add Chosen Names, Pronunciations to Student Directory, Wildcards. students
no matter how they identify should be able to choose and edit their name
and/or their pronunciation both on the student directory and their wildcards.
Gender non-binary students, as well as our trans brothers and sisters, should
not be subjected to the trauma and harm of constantly being referred to a
name they no longer go by and should not have said trauma displayed on
such a public item like their wildcard. In allowing the ability to change their
names in the directory and wildcard id we hope to create a more equitable
and caring environment on campus no matter the student's gender identity
or sexuality.

Stand with Asian, Asian-American, and Pacific Islander students against
discrimination. With the increase in Asian hate crimes, we want it firm and
clear our stance against racism especially directed towards our Asian
brothers and sisters. We will not condone any violence perpetuated due to
the color of one's skin and firmly condemn any and all actions that
disproportionately affect Asian, Asian-American, and Pacific Islander
students on campus. As a student body, we strive to create a safe and
equitable campus that is both friendly and welcoming of all individuals no
matter race or gender identity. It is with this mindset that we fully back all
actions that help uplift these communities during a very scary time for them
and will continue to advocate for more changes that uplift the AAPI
community during their time of need. 

Indigenous Land Scholarship: The Northwestern campus sits on the
traditional homelands of the people of the Council of Three Fires, the
Ojibwe, Potawatomi, and Odawa, as well as of the Menominee, Miami, and
Ho-Chunk nations. That land was also a site of trade, travel, gathering, and
healing for more than a dozen other Native tribes and is still home to over
100,000 tribal members in the state of Illinois. (continued on next page)

Goal 4: Supporting the Asian-American and APIDA community at Northwestern

Goal 5: Supporting Indigenous Students and Recognizing the harm Northwestern
has done to their communities. 
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M A R G I N A L I Z E D  I D E N T I T I E S
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Indigenous Land Scholarship (cont). Because of this, we will work to honor
the descendants of whose land we use through a scholarship solely
dedicated to our indigenous students. There is no way to rectify any of the
harm and pain Northwestern has caused to our indigenous community but
through tangible steps that pay homage to the land and its people, we hope
to create a path forward that respectfully honors the land and its students.
This scholarship is one step of many that we hope to create for our
indigenous students and would be granted to any and all students who
identify as indigenous. 

Dedicated Career Advisors. For marginalized students without the
connections and resources that some of their peers have access to,
navigating the hiring process, especially in a post-COVID economy, can be
very difficult. Additionally, international students must deal with the tricky
visa laws and procedures, limiting the number of potential employers and
complicating the process as well. We want to work with NCA to push for the
hiring of two dedicated career advisors to help marginalized and
international students with this process. 
International Student Career Fair. Navigating the hiring process is already
hard but for international students it is made even harder by the fact that
many employers will not accommodate students with visas, making NCA's
quarterly career fairs inaccessible to the international community. We want
to collaborate with NCA to create a career fair specifically for organizations
that accept international visas. 

Goal 6: Working with NCA to create unique career support for students holding
marginalized identities 
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M A R G I N A L I Z E D  I D E N T I T I E S
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Medical Leave policy reform. The Medical Leave of Absence restrictions are
extremely othering to those who need to take time off from classes. Notably,
students are cut off from financial aid benefits and are prohibited from
participating in student organizations. These exclusions only add multiple
layers of stress and anxiety to students who should be spending their time
off prioritizing their health and detaches them from the Northwestern
community that they are very much still a part of. We commit to pushing the
office of Student Assistance and Support Services to overhaul their current
MLOA policies, including input from students who have dealt with these
harsh ramifications, so as to ensure that just because a student takes time
off from classes, they are still entitled to the financial support and
community that they were promised by the University. 

Goal 7: Reforming the MLOA policies
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Creation of Student-Org Newsletter to publicize org
events, ASG news, student spotlight, etc. ASG's Campus
Life Committee has been working on this initiative for
the past year, and we look forward to ensuring its
campus-wide launch. For many students, especially
first-years, finding information about all of the different
student organizations can be difficult, especially if you
aren't connected to the right sources on social media.
This newsletter would be a one-stop source for news
regarding student org events, announcements,
recruitment, and more. Additionally, it would feature
ASG news and updates in order to improve transparency
between the work that we do and the student body, as
well as plenty of opportunities for everyone to get
involved by informing legislation and initiatives.
Organization admissions process survey to be shared
with SOA (Student Organizations and Affairs). Many
student organizations require potential new members to
undergo a strenuous application process, with their
practices likely not adequately vetted to ensure they
are fair and free of biases. Additionally, several
organizations still require prospects to engage in
unsafe and unhealthy behavior in order to be put in
consideration for admission. Partnering with SOA, we
hope to create a survey that organizations have to send
to each of their applicants in order to ensure that they
are promoting a safe and inclusive environment for all
of their potential members.

Goal 1: Making Student Organizations and campus life more
accessible to all students. 
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I M P R O V I N G  C A M P U S  C U L T U R E
This section encompasses a variety of different goals that
we have to make campus more accessible academically,
physically, and mentally while also addressing a need to
prioritize bringing joyful experiences to students at
Northwestern. 
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Club fair just for non-application-based groups. It can be intimidating for
first-years and transfers who just finished with the hectic college application
process to see rows of application-only clubs at SOA's org fairs. There are
plenty of barrier-free organizations on campus that offer great experiences
and community, and we believe that they should be highlighted for
promoting an inclusive environment. Thus, we will work with SOA to offer a
day of the org fair to non-application-based groups in order to make it easier
for students to find these communities. 
Mandatory D&I training for all student organization exec boards. All leaders
in student organizations would be required to complete mandatory D&I
training in order to ensure their club is a safe and welcoming place for all
students and members.

Establish a unified housing rate. Currently, Northwestern has 7 tiers of
housing rates that are based on both dorm occupancy and quality. This
pricing plan is outdated, and it is blatantly inequitable that students with
the means to afford it can live in better on-campus facilities, only
perpetuating the culture of classism that exists at this school. Working with
Residential Services and Student Affairs to establish a unified housing rate
like many of our peer institutions, where the price differs only by occupancy
and not quality, will allow students to pursue the community of their choice
in a selection process driven by seniority and procedural fairness, not by
cost. 
Compass Dining Reform. While we recognize that dining hall food will never
please everybody, there have been numerous complaints amongst students
about the meals being unnecessarily complicated and dry or unseasoned, the
lack of options, and the absence of everyone's favorite frozen treat: ice
cream. Compass has a student advisory panel, but it is unpromoted and
students are unsure if their recommendations will be implemented. We will
work with Compass to boost this panel and incorporate more student
feedback, as well as insure that there is a pathway to implementation for
their suggestions. 

Goal 2: Reforming our Housing and Dining System
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CTEC Reform. The current CTEC form is outdated, and particularly lacks
questions surrounding classroom accessibility and inclusivity which are
equally as if not more important for students than the current metrics that
are publicly available. Additionally, students who dropped or withdrew from
a class are not able to review it, meaning that the public results are skewed
heavily against those that found the class the most challenging. We want to
work with the CTEC Office to institute heavy reform to the current platform
in order to make sure that more voices are heard and that students, faculty,
and administrators are aware of the most pressing challenges.
Expand the number of peer-guided study groups and tutoring services. Peer-
Guided Study Groups are very popular amongst first- and second-year
students looking for additional support in their classes. However, they are
only limited to a select number of STEM courses and, due to their popularity,
often fill up before many students can get a chance to register for them. As
students should be offered the same level of support for their non-STEM
courses, we believe that Peer-Guided Study Groups should be expanded to
cover more course offerings. Additionally, we will work with the Office of
Academic Support and Learning Advancement to explore the feasibility of
hiring more Group leaders in order to increase the number of slots for
popular courses, as a student's registration time should not limit their ability
to succeed in a class.

Expand the number of free parking spots and parking passes to non-senior,
Evanston-area students. For off-campus students with cars, finding free
parking can be a very tricky ordeal. This is made even harder by the fact that
on-campus parking passes are only open to seniors who are living in a
residence hall, as well as that out of the hundreds of parking spaces on
campus, only 2 of them are for visitors without permits. We want to work
with the Office of Safety and Security to expand parking pass eligibility to
off-campus upperclassmen, as well as increase the number of free and visitor
parking spots around campus. 

Goal 3: Expanding Academic Resources

Goal 4: Making Campus more accessible, feel safer to students, and joyful
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SafeWalk Program. NU's SafeWalk program is extremely inadequate, both in
comparison with our peer institutions' programs and in terms of the level of
safety it actually provides students. Currently, as opposed to students
walking with each other to a destination, a student's location is tracked by
NUPD as they walk to their destination, which is meaningless if something
were to happen to them. We want to work with the Office of Safety and
Security to completely overhaul this program into one that is actually
effective by having trained students accompany others to their destination,
removing NUPD from the process. 
Explore funding for an ice skating rink or similar space. The on-campus ice
skating rink was a source of joy and community for many students looking
for safe outdoor activities during the harsh winter quarter but was shut down
due to the budget deficit three years ago with the promise of a return once
the crisis was resolved. As the university recently reported a $60 million
surplus, we want to work with Norris to explore funding for the return of the
rink, or for the creation of a similar outdoor activity. 
Allow non-Bienen students to use Bienen practice rooms. Finding adequate
space to practice has always been difficult for student musicians, especially
as it has become even more limited due to the pandemic. We want to work
with Bienen administrators to designate a couple of practice rooms as spaces
authorized for any student on campus, not just those enrolled in the school. 
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Increased Community Dialogues. As of now, ASG holds a
quarterly community dialogue where administrators
have dinner with and discuss campus issues with
Northwestern students. In order to increase
administrator accountability to students, we want to
increase the frequency of these to once a month. 
Required timelines for Task Force Recommendations. It
is no secret that Northwestern often looks to address
issues by creating Task Forces to research and lead
policy implementation on an issue, however, many
students feel that these Task Forces avoid real
accountability and work on an issue. In order to make
sure that these Task Forces are accountable to students,
faculty, and staff, we will lobby to make sure all Task
Force Recommendations and Processes have specific
and public timelines that members of the Northwestern
community can follow up on. 
The number of undergraduate students on a task force
should equal the number of faculty/admin/staff. Again,
due to the skeptical opinion that many undergraduate
students have of university Taskforces, we will advocate
to ensure undergraduate students represent at least
half of each task force on student issues. This will not
only work to keep these groups accountable to students
but also to make sure that university policy is formed by
those who will be most affected by it.

Goal 1: Making administrators more accountable to
students
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B U I L D I N G  A C C O U N T A B L E
S T R U C T U R E S
If we were to be elected one of our main goals would be
keeping administrators accountable not just to ASG, but
directly to students. Undergraduates are the heart and soul
of Northwestern, and it is time some administrators act like
it. Our main goal for this section is to delineate the ways
that we want to make sure undergraduates are centered in
university conversations.  
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The number of undergraduate students on ACIR should equal the number of
faculty/admin/staff. The Advisory Committee on Investment Responsibility is
comprised of faculty, staff, alumni, and advises the Board of Trustees on
investment and divestment proposals that come from the greater community.
Like with University Taskforces, we will advocate ensuring that half of this
committee is made up of undergraduate students in order to work toward a
reality where the investment initiatives of the Board of Trustees reflect the
values of our student population. 
University departments should create and publish annual reports. While
some University departments do this already, in order to increase
departmental accountability to students we will call upon university
departments to write and publish annual reports that recount the work they
have done over the past year, their priorities for the next year, and how they
are working/plan to work on incorporating student input in that work. 
Establishing alumni seats on the Board of Trustees. As we have seen
throughout this past year, the Board of Trustees has an immense amount of
power at this university but is not accountable to almost any of its
population. The Board decides on issues pertaining to investment, budget,
long-term policy, and University priorities. The fact that there is absolutely
no student or quasi-student representation on the Board of our University is
a gaping hole in the ability of students to hold our administration
accountable. While the ultimate goal would be to have direct undergraduate
and graduate representative seats on the board, we recognize that that is a
difficult goal to achieve and therefore this year would like to work toward
establishing young alumni trustee seats. Some of our peer institutions like
Vanderbilt and Duke have a system like this where every year the seniors
elect a person to serve on the Board of Trustees for a three-year term. After
that three-year term, they leave their position and the class 3 years below
them will replace that seat. This would create a cycle where at any one time
there would be 3 young alumni seats on the board from the last 3 graduating
classes. As young alumni, these graduates would be approximate to student
life and could advocate for students while also having some removal from
the university. This would keep the administration from not addressing
important issues and waiting for prominent activists to graduate. Not only
would this address a major gap in accountability but it would also work
toward the long-term goal of establishing true student representation.
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Have an ASG Student accountability officer on all student-related taskforces.
We hope to establish a Student Accountability Officer in ASG that is
responsible for restructuring our internal accountability structure, however,
we would also hope that this person would serve on university taskforces
that directly impact the student experience. Therefore, this person would
work to both keep ASG leaders accountable to students while also working to
keep administrators responsible to ASG leaders and students. 
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B U I L D I N G  A C C O U N T A B L E
S T R U C T U R E S
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Office Hours Requirement. In the past, ASG Senators
and Executive Board members haven't been directly
communicating with their constituencies. As a part of
being representatives of the student body to
administrators, it should be their responsibility to have
open and transparent opportunities to communicate
with the students they serve. These office hours will
offer an opportunity for that connection and Senate and
Exec members to directly hear student priorities,
answer any questions about ASG's work, and facilitate a
stronger relationship between ASG and the student
body. 
ASG Exec must meet with student groups before crafting
initiatives. We believe that for ASG to truly represent
the student body it must be constantly referring back to
the needs and desires of students on campus, and this
initiative works to address that. By making sure that
exec members are meeting with student organizations
before crafting policy we can ensure that student
experiences are the basis for everything that we do.
School group senators must conduct constituent
interviews to ensure commitment to the students they
serve. We want to require that all school senators are
grounded in the priorities of their constituency. We will
ask that school senators conduct a certain amount of
constituent interviews per quarter (the number of which
depends on the population of the school they
represent). 

Goal 1: Increasing the connection between ASG leaders and
students on campus
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R E F O R M I N G  A S G
In the past few years, ASG has been functionally removed
from much of campus life. If elected, we hope to work to
rebuild trust between ASG and students by making our
structures more accessible and doing more outreach to
students. All of these reforms are relatively easy to
implement as they are internal to ASG. Here are some of
our initiatives and goals. 
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All affinity-based legislation must be Co-Sponsored by a student group
representative or non-ASG student. In the same vein as the policies above, in
order to promote a direct relationship between students and ASG, we hope to
institute a Senate policy where every piece of affinity-based legislation must
be co-sponsored by a student group representative or a non-ASG student. 

ASG All-Member Intentionality Training. At the beginning of the year, we
will hold an ASG All-Member Intentionality training where members of ASG
will receive training on the extent to which their actions and the policy they
create can have unintended consequences on campus. This is essential to
making sure that members of the organization are constantly aware of both
the power and privilege they hold as a member of the organization and their
responsibility in making sure they are constantly aware of the possible
unintended impacts of their actions. 
Standardize ASG Exec Retreat to be held twice per year. The ASG Exec
retreat offers an opportunity for the executive board to bond and
understands one another better while specifically participating in justice-
based conversations facilitated by SJE and ASG's Social Justice Education
Coordinator. This is a part of our platform as we believe it is essential that
ASG's executive board is constantly and consistently thinking about how
their actions affect other board members, their committee members, and
campus as a whole. 

Publicizing and compiling public notes from ASG meetings with
administrators. In order to increase transparency between ASG and students,
we want to take complete notes and publish them for the majority of our
meetings with administrators. 
Open Admin meetings to students and student group representatives. As of
now ASG conducts many meetings with higher-level administrators and
discusses a variety of topics during those meetings. In an effort to make ASG
more accountable to students and more transparent we hope to make some
of these meetings to students and representatives of student organizations.

Goal 2: Making sure that ASG is focused on the issues of students holding
marginalized identities on campus

Goal 3: Connecting students straight to administrators

CHRISTIAN WADE AND ADA OGBONNAMOVING FORWARD, TOGETHER. //
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Support Restructuring ASG Committee and provide regular updates to the
community. In the past few months, the Restructuring ASG Committee in
response to racism and a lack of accountability in the organization has been
working to address the structural issues in the organization. The committee
is tasked with reaching out to students holding marginalized identities on
campus in order to hear from students on how they want their student
government to operate. We recognize that as members of the organization
we cannot always know the ways it needs to change. We will support the
work of this committee and its work with students on campus to work toward
a better way of representing students. 
Creation of an Accountability Officer position within ASG, and push for
similar positions across campus departments. Throughout its history, ASG has
struggled with keeping its members genuinely accountable to one another
and the campus at large. In practice, the only method of accountability that
ASG has ever used has been the ability to impeach members of the
leadership team. We want to work toward creating a more restorative form of
accountability within the organization that works to restore those who have
been harmed and those who have done harm. We hope to establish an ASG
accountability officer to go about this work and advocate for more
restorative practices at the university at large. 
Push more campus-wide legislation workshops. Although every piece of
legislation that goes through the Senate must have a Senator that co-
sponsors the bill, a little-known fact is that any student on Northwestern's
campus can write and propose legislation in the senate. In order to make
sure that this venue for change is publicized to students we aim to hold
campus-wide legislation writing workshops where any member of the
Northwestern community can learn the purpose of legislation and how to
write a bill. 

Goal 4: Changing the structural mechanisms of ASG to make it more accessible
and inclusive for students and members. 

CHRISTIAN WADE AND ADA OGBONNAMOVING FORWARD, TOGETHER. //
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Advocate for students who do not wish to return to
campus in the Fall in order to ensure they are able to
take desired classes and receive support. With Covid-19
creating a lot of changes in student's plans, it is our job
to ensure all students have accessibility to any and all
classes. Through supporting students who do not wish
to return back to campus we are advocating for a more
equitable campus where students do not feel forced to
return to a campus that they do not feel safe on.
Extend the COVID Emergency fund to next year. Right
now the Covid emergency fund is used for very limited
covid expenses and for most of the needs, it can only be
met once and not reused. With Covid still affecting a lot
of marginalized communities at a disproportional rate,
it is still imperative to have a fully exhaustive covid
emergency fund for students that still suffer from the
pandemic in their communities as well as for students
who have dealt with covid themselves or through a
family member. This will ensure these students have
the means to take care of these unforeseen expenses. 
Work with SOA to ensure safety guidelines for in-person
events when a full return to campus is allowed. Covid is
still affecting many different communities and because
of this, we will work intensely with SOA to better create
guidelines to make sure everybody in our community
feels safe and fully ready for in-person events. 

Goal 1: To support students in getting what they need for
all levels of comfort

CHRISTIAN WADE AND ADA OGBONNAMOVING FORWARD, TOGETHER. //
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Even though most students will hopefully be vaccinated by
Fall, the issues that Covid brought up including the
financial hardship and mental stress caused by the
pandemic have not and will not go away. Next year we want
to make sure to continue to address these concerns. 
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Students with pre-existing conditions should not be forced to live in a
double. Because of the nature of Covid and all the ways it affects individuals
that we have yet to learn about, in order to ensure maximum safety for all
students, we will advocate for those with pre-existing conditions who may
not feel comfortable yet living with a roommate. This is not only for the
safety of the student with the pre-existing condition but also for all students
who may still have reservations about Covid and their health.
Transportation Reimbursement for low-income students who travel to get
the vaccine. All students who currently have to travel for their vaccine, as
well as students who traveled in the past for their vaccine due to low
availability, should be able to get reimbursed for their travels especially
since this significantly affects minority students and other marginalized
communities.
Support SOLR in advocating for compensation for workers who were laid off.
Due to the pandemic, many workers, whom students have grown close to due
to their unwavering work in making the student experience as fun and safe
as possible, were laid off, and most without any warning. If elected, we will
work with SOLR to ensure these workers get proper compensation as well as
make sure they still receive the Northwestern love and support however they
need it. This is a priority due to the abrupt nature of them being laid off
when many did not have any future plans or replacement jobs to support and
sustain themselves and their families. In addition, many of these workers
come from minority backgrounds in marginalized areas and we owe it to
them to properly compensate them for what they have done thus far. 
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